
Conversions supplied on USB

Digitalisation Services 2024
IF ITS OLD SCHOOL MEDIA WE CAN DIGITALISE IT

WE CAN CONVERT:

 VHS Tapes
Cine Film

Camcorder Tapes 
Audio Tape

Slides
Negatives

Glass Plates
Prints

Flat Art Work 

Bring your memories  
to life and preserve 

them for generations



VHS, VHS-C, Mini DV 
and 8mm tape

Per tape £20

Discounts

10-20 35% off

21+ 50% off

Tapes can degraded overtime and 
break in the player. Repairs from £50.

8mm and Super 8

3 inch spool £20.00
5 inch spool £30.00
7 inch spool £45.00

Discounts

10-30 15% off

31+ 25% off

Over time film can becomes brittle. 
Repairs from £10.

       Tapes             Cine Film



Negatives and Slides 
35mm £2.00

120mm £4.00
4x5” £6.00

Discounts

25-49 15%off

50+ 30% off

Output

Depending on capacity:
8G USB pen £8.00

16G USB pen £14.00
32G USB pen £22.00

Photographic Film and Slides



Prints and Atworks
Per item up to A4 £5.00

A4 to A3 £20.00
A3 plus £45.00

With large collections and large items sometimes it 
is better undertaken on site. If this is the case we 
charge on a time basis rather than per unit basis. 
Please get in touch to discuss.

Discounts

10-20 15%off

21+ 30% off

Output

Depending on capacity:
8G USB pen £8.00

16G USB pen £14.00
32G USB pen £22.00

Photographic Prints and Artwork



Tapes                                   Output
Reel to reel 
Per reel - first hour   £20.00
Each additional hour   £14.00

Cassette Tape
Per reel - first hour   £10.00
Each additional hour   £5.00

EDITING
Once the media is digitised it can be edited. 

This is done on an adhoc basis and is 
undertaken on your instructions. Per hour 
£30.00

Discounts
5-10 10%off
11+ 30% off

Output

Depending on capacity:
8G USB pen £8.00

16G USB pen £14.00
32G USB pen £22.00



Generationally we are at a tipping 
point. As our parents get older we 
are handed a baton. My father 
before he passed presented me 
with a box. Inside the box was a 
collection of slides and reels of cine 
film. His and my mothers life 
encapsulated in film. It also 
documented the lives of myself and 
sister. Little snippets, little 
memories from all over the world 
(he was a diplomat).

Being a commercial photographer 
for over 30 years I had invested in 
technology to digitise my negatives 
(pre 1990) and then invested in 
other technologies to be able to 
digitise tape, film and audio.

The technology that can replay 
these mediums is disappearing at a 
rapid rate. The last VHS player was 
manufactured 2016.

I use my personal experience and 
knowledge to offer you a great 
digitisation service that will allow 
you to preserve and share these 
great moments.

guywoodland@icloud.com 

07496 593118

www.guywoodland.co.uk/memories

Why Digitalisation Is important?


